JUNIOR WEEK ON; Prom Looking As BIGGEST FEATURE
Activity Hits Peak This Week

DECORATION UNIQUE
Cabinet, Assembly, Serenade, and Parade On Roster

Activities of the same type for the junior week is "Prom Week," opening on Monday. In the past, junior week has been an annual favorite and looking forward to in anticipation of its arrival. This year, the junior week activities will be the Junior Prom Friday night, the Junior Assembly Saturday, and a Junior Parade on Sunday, April 10.

EASTER VACATION TOUR NETS IDAHO DIAMOND TRIP
George Patterson From Lewiston and Cochrane

SEVERAL Badge Runners Will Be Out Two Weeks
Four enthusiastic group of students will be running badges in the Easter vacation. Although no earnings have been tabulated, it is expected that, as in previous years, Easter vacation will prove a profit for the Diamond Tab and Badge Company.

GRADS WRITE FOR IDAHO ENGINEER
H. R. Hodgson, A. Robert Johnson and R. M. Slavow in Spring Issue

WORK STARTED ON GYMNASIUM POOL
Steady Pouring Necessary To Proceed Soon In Wells

With building of concrete floor on the first floor of the gymnasium, progress is being made on the new pool. The floor, which is made of concrete, is being poured in stages, and is necessary for the construction of the pool. The pool is expected to be completed by the end of the summer.

Easter vacation tour will net a trip to the Diamond Tab and Badge Company in Spring Issue.

FOUR TO RECEIVE MASTER'S DEGREES

Twelve Are to Get Their Degrees, Seven in Science

Forty master's degrees will be conferred by the University of Idaho this week. Of these, twelve are in the sciences, including seven in science. The sciences include biology, chemistry, geology, and physics.

J. B. Clapp will receive his master's degree in biology.

DAVIDSON GOES TO CHICAGO NEXT YEAR
Appointment as Instructor in University Received By Debate Coach

Spring football final begins magic, which is expected to be a successful one.

SPICOSCAL BRIDGE
Annual Event Will Meet Every Night

On April 7, the annual Spicoscal Bridge will be held in the University's student center. This event is expected to be well-attended and is a popular annual event.

EDUCATION SCHEME REJECTED AT MINN.

A scheme to provide for the education of students at the University of Minnesota has been rejected. The scheme, which was proposed by the local education community, was opposed by the University's administration.

PHI CHI Theta initiates seven

At thirteen, for the first time in its history, the chapter of the University of Idaho initiated seven new members into the fraternity. The chapter is expected to continue its growth in the future.
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SMITH TO HEAD SAI NEXT YEAR

New Key Graded Promotion to Handle Housing and Entertainments

ASU WILL SPONSOR HIGH SCHOOL TRACK MEET HERE MAY 15

One of the highlights of the track season is the high school track meet, which will be held at Idaho State College in May. The meet is sponsored by the American Student Union and the Idaho High School Athletic Association.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY WEDNESDAY STARTS ASU NOMINATIONS

One of the major highlights of the track season is the high school track meet, which will be held at Idaho State College in May. The meet is sponsored by the American Student Union and the Idaho High School Athletic Association.

EXCAVATE NOW FOR MORMON SEMINARY
Structure Near Campus Will Be Completed By September

The construction of the Mormon Seminary, which is located near the campus, is expected to be completed by September. The seminary is expected to be a major asset to the University.

U.S. C. HOSPITAL WOUNDERLY SAYS
Reports Fine Trip To Denver At Los Angeles

Liverpool Hospital, London, England, reports that the return trip to Denver at Los Angeles is expected to be a successful one. The hospital is expected to continue its growth in the future.
Blindfolded in scientific test of leading Cigarettes, James Montgomery Flagg selects Old Gold

After this test, Mr. Flagg wrote:

"Most of us smoke name and think we are drinking cigarettes! The blindfold test proved that to me. I proved also that it is difficult to tell one cigarette from another... except in the case of OLD GOLD... I spotted it at a glance and was astonished when it was not identified as such.

"In fact, the man who said 'not a cough in a car' knows where he spoke. It's the smoothness of the OLD GOLD. It needs no other trade mark."
HARVARD DRAWINGS
ATTRACTION ATTENTION
Architectural Work on Dis.
Discover News Ad
Building

Harvard University architectural students placed two ma-
models of well-known buildings in three pictures
for the past three years, honored by the Archi-

tecture faculty of the University. The pictures will
be shown at the Junior Press, to be given at the
same time, on the same pages for the duration of
the exhibition. The original pictures were cho-

en by the students and are of the most artistic
quality. The final design shown is by

PERSPECTIVE DRAWN by

ARCHITECTURAL STUDENTS

APRIL 30

ARTS SOCIETY,

Ladies' Club Annual Banquet
T. E. S. Tendill's House
April 30
FDI Delta Theta Step Ball
Alpha CM Omega Brent
Two New Alphas Join
SERVE HALLIE,

HIS Joins H.O.A.

THE JAPAN dance given by Lillian Catulla and Anna Fun-

hurrah! On Sunday afternoon, May 5th, was one of the larg-

est social events held at the Alpha Chi Omega house this

year. The house was decorated in a Chinese motif, and the

students wore traditional Chinese costumes. The guests in

clude were John Y. Hamada, Los Angeles; Frank C. Sato,

Los Angeles; Jim Sato, Los Angeles; and Paul Y. Tsutsumi,

Los Angeles. The guests included President Hallie S. Stroh,

Virginia, Grand Chapter, Los Angeles; Julia M. von der
eck, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Los Angeles; and Louise E. Wilcox,

Delta Phi Epsilon, Los Angeles.
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Some call it meellowness... Since any day: Camel is the meellowest cigarette ever made. Some say it's mild and smooth. It's really all good things in one, and that it is to represent upon the palate of meellowness. Camel's popularity today is the largest that any cigarette ever had.

We Sell Engraving
The Year Round

We have permanent connections with three of America's most exclusive manufacturers of engraved social stationery. For many years we have sold every form of correct engraving.

Personal Cards
Invitations
Wedding Announcements
Graduation Announcements

You should examine the engraved correspondence we are now offering at this time. They are splendidly engraved, of the very highest quality, and low in price.

Hodgins' Drug Store